Automated Retrofitting,
saves 50% of development
efforts for a Cement and
Construction manufacturing
company

Client
The client is European cement and construction aggregates manufacturing major. The company specializes in solutions under Cement, Aggregates and Concrete, that enables and empowers its customers by bringing innovation & sustainability to their
construction.

Challenge
Create an upgrade process that is highly predictable in terms of budget, timelines, efforts and the risks to the project.
Estimate Cost , Effort and Time line to upgrade on latest version resulting in budget variance
Design and Build efforts are huge for manual retrofits.
Inexperience in code merge and best practices being applied.
Variance in setups between previous and new versions.

Solution
MOSAICTM Profiler for JDE
- Easy upgrade assessment, where reports are gathered within 48 hours
- Complexity estimation along with efforts, based on industry best practices
MOSAICTM Code Generator for JDE
- Automatic Retrofitting of objects and code merge based on best practices gathered across upgrades and on standards.
- Faster retrofitting activity utilizing inbuilt intelligence.
MOSAICTM Assurance for JDE Upgrade
- Synchronize the setups between platforms and versions.
- Validate the version details, data, selections and accounting entries

Benefit
77% Reduction in efforts for technical assessment.
Assessment Reports delivered in 48 hours of tool implementation.
Automated retrofitting, which saves 50% of development efforts.
Better merged code, and quality.
Up to 25% reduction in efforts during testing and post-upgrade, on validation of setups.

About L&T Infotech
L&T Infotech (NSE: LTI) is a global IT services and solutions provider with presence in 22 countries. We solve complex business
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create better customer experiences, transform processes and build new businesses.
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